The empirical 'volcano-scan' atmospheric correction is widely applied to Martian near 2 infrared CRISM and OMEGA spectra between ~1000 and ~2600 nm to remove prominent 3 atmospheric gas absorptions with minimal computational investment. This correction method 4 employs division by a scaled empirically-derived atmospheric transmission spectrum that is 5 generated from observations of the Martian surface in which different path lengths through the 6 atmosphere were measured and transmission calculated using the Beer-Lambert Law. 7 Identifying and characterizing both artifacts and residual atmospheric features left by the 8 volcano-scan correction is important for robust interpretation of CRISM and OMEGA volcano-9 scan corrected spectra. In order to identify and determine the cause of spectral artifacts 10 introduced by the volcano-scan correction, we simulated this correction using a multiple 11 scattering radiative transfer algorithm (DISORT). Simulated transmission spectra that are 12 similar to actual CRISM-and OMEGA-derived transmission spectra were generated from 13 modeled Olympus Mons base and summit spectra. Results from the simulations were used to 14 investigate the validity of assumptions inherent in the volcano-scan correction and to identify 15 artifacts introduced by this method of atmospheric correction. We found that the most prominent 16 artifact, a bowl-shaped feature centered near 2000 nm, is caused by the inaccurate assumption 17 that absorption coefficients of CO 2 in the Martian atmosphere are independent of column 18 density. In addition, spectral albedo and slope are modified by atmospheric aerosols. Residual 19 atmospheric contributions that are caused by variable amounts of dust aerosols, ice aerosols, and 20 water vapor are characterized by the analysis of CRISM volcano-scan corrected spectra from the 21 same location acquired at different times under variable atmospheric conditions. 22 1 Introduction 23 Images of the Martian surface acquired by the NASA Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 24 (MRO) Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) [Murchie et al., 25 2007] and the Mars Express Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l'Eau, les Glaces et l'Activité 26 (OMEGA) [Bibring et al., 2004; 2005] measure solar light that was attenuated and scattered as it 27 traversed down through the Martian atmosphere, interacted with the surface, and traversed up 28 through the atmosphere. Therefore, each spectrum from standard CRISM and OMEGA 29 observations contains contributions from atmospheric gases (e.g., CO 2 , CO, and H 2 O), 30 atmospheric aerosols (e.g., dust and water ice), and the surface. Atmospheric gas contributions 31 dominate the spectrum at wavelengths that CO 2 absorbs (Figure 1 ).
Although the volcano-scan correction removes prominent gas absorptions to first order, 42 closer inspection reveals that corrected spectra exhibit spurious features in areas of strong gas 43 absorption. The most prominent artifact is a bowl-shaped feature that overlaps with the CO 2 44 triplet centered near 2000 nm (Figure 1) . The volcano-scan correction can be applied 45 automatically to CRISM images using publically available CRISM Analysis Tools (CAT) 46 software released through the Planetary Data System (PDS). The current version of CAT at this 47 time (version 7.2.1) includes an option to empirically correct the 2000 nm bowl-shaped artifact 48 that is evident in volcano-scan corrected images on a pixel by pixel basis. 49 The occurrence of the apparent bowl-shaped artifact at 2000 nm could have several 50 causes. There are three major assumptions implicit in deriving empirical transmission spectra: 1) 51 surface contributions to the low and high altitude spectra used to create transmission spectra are 52 equivalent and therefore cancel out, 2) aerosol contributions to low and high altitude spectra can 53 be ignored both within and outside of gas absorption lines and therefore empirical transmission 54 spectra contain molecular absorption only, 3) absorption coefficients of CO 2 in the Martian 55 atmosphere are independent of column density and absorption strength therefore scales 56 exponentially with column density. 57 In order to identify and determine the cause of artifacts introduced by the volcano-scan 58 correction method, we simulated this correction using a multiple scattering radiative transfer that result from dust aerosols, ice aerosols, and water vapor that are not specifically addressed by 88 the volcano-scan correction. Variations in these species cause volcano-scan corrected spectra to The CRISM spectrometer has short (S) and long (L) wavelength detectors that operate 96 between 360 to 1053 nm and 1003 to 3920 nm, respectively [Murchie et al., 2007; 2009] .
97
CRISM is capable of acquiring hyperspectral images with 544 channels spaced ~7 nm apart.
98
CRISM is mounted on a gimbal platform that allows ground tracking of a target to acquire full 99 resolution targeted (FRT) images with up to 20 m/pixel spatial resolution. The CRISM 100 spectrometer utilizes 2-dimensional detector arrays that cause slight column dependencies in 101 CRISM spectral data, including a smooth variation in the central wavelength position of each 102 channel [Murchie et al., 2007] . Image rows are built up as a result of along track spacecraft through the PDS at http://pds-geoscience.wustl.edu. An OMEGA-derived atmospheric 133 transmission spectrum for use with the empirical volcano-scan correction is not publically 134 available but can be calculated from Olympus Mons observations using methods described in the 135 following section.
136

Empirical Volcano-Scan Correction
137
The empirical volcano-scan correction method relies on empirically derived transmission 138 spectra to remove CO 2 absorption features from spectra of the Martian surface [Bibring et al., 139 1989; Langevin et al., 2005; McGuire et al., 2009] . Transmission spectra are generated from 140 observations in which different path lengths through the atmosphere were measured. High 141 altitude spectra were acquired at the summit of Olympus Mons (~20 km above datum) and low 142 altitude spectra at its base (~0 km) ( Figure 2a ). Transmittance between the base and summit of 143 Olympus Mons is determined using the Beer-Lambert Law (equation 1) integrated with the 144 assumption that the absorption coefficient, k, is constant with height in the atmosphere (equation In equations 1 through 3, T is transmittance, I λ is equivalent to CRISM or OMEGA I/F at 151 wavelength (λ), s 0→1 is the sum of the incoming and outgoing path lengths from the top of the 152 atmosphere (s 0 ) to height s 1 within the atmosphere, s 0→2 is the sum of the incoming and outgoing path lengths from the top of the atmosphere (s 0 ) to height s 2 within the atmosphere, and τ is the 154 total extinction. Note, for nonzero solar incidence (i) angles or detector emission (e) angles, the 155 incoming path length is equal to the height (s 0 or s 1 ) divided by cos(i) and the outgoing path 156 length is the height divided by cos(e). Implicit in equation (2) is that the surface contribution to 157 I λ (s 0→1 ) and I λ (s 0→2 ) is identical and that k is independent of path length (s). The effects of 158 aerosol scattering within wavelengths of gas absorption are ignored for the purposes of deriving 159 empirical transmission spectra and τ is assumed to result from molecular absorption only.
160
Although T at wavelengths outside of gas bands should equal unity, in practice, the ratio of the 161 low and high altitude spectra must be multiplicatively scaled to ~1.0 at wavelengths outside of 162 gas absorptions to account for differences in surface spectral features and/or aerosol opacities in 163 high and low altitude spectra.
164
To perform the volcano-scan correction for an arbitrary CRISM or OMEGA I/F 165 spectrum, the empirically derived transmission spectrum is scaled using an exponential factor 166 determined so that the most prominent CO 2 absorption feature in the transmission spectrum has 167 an equivalent depth to the same CO 2 feature in the I/F spectrum that is to be corrected, as 168 described below. For simplicity, the 'I/F spectrum that is to be corrected' will be referred to as 169 the target I/F spectrum. That is, division of the surface spectrum by the scaled transmission ). Calculating the exponential scaling factor that is needed for the most prominent CO 2 175 feature in the transmission spectrum to match up with the depth of the same CO 2 feature in the target I/F spectrum relies on band depth estimates. The band depth of an absorption feature in 177 the target I/F spectrum and the band depth of the same feature in the empirical transmission 178 spectrum are proxies for the transmittance that occurred over the atmospheric path lengths 179 traversed for the I/F target spectrum and the empirical transmission spectrum, respectively. In 180 the equations below, the arbitrary CRISM or OMEGA I/F spectrum that is to be corrected is 181 labeled 'target', the transmission spectrum is labeled 'trans', I feature is the I/F value of a CO 2 182 absorption feature at some wavelength, T feature is the transmission value of a CO 2 absorption 183 feature at the same wavelength, and BD is the band depth of that CO 2 feature. 2007 nm. These two band depth estimates will be referred to as the BD1 and BD2, respectively.
205
All wavelengths of the transmission spectrum are scaled by the single (wavelength independent) 206 exponential factor calculated using the band depth estimate.
207
Applying the volcano-scan correction to the target spectrum of interest, remembering that 
Volcano-Scan Correction Simulation Results
To evaluate the validity of assumptions implicit in deriving empirical transmission 237 spectra and to identify and determine causes of artifacts introduced by application of the 238 volcano-scan correction, we simulated the volcano-scan correction using DISORT radiative 239 transfer modeling. Comparing volcano-scan corrected spectra generated using simulated 240 transmission spectra applied to modeled surface spectra enables identification and 241 characterization of artifacts introduced by the volcano-scan correction without the ambiguity 242 inherent in real data because all variables can be controlled and systematically varied. In this 243 section, we assessed potential artifacts that could arise from variation in surface spectral features 244 and atmospheric dust aerosols present in high and low altitude spectra used to generate empirical 245 transmission spectra as well as from ranges of exponential scaling factors potentially used during 246 application of the volcano-scan correction. 
Simulation of CRISM and OMEGA Empirical Transmission Spectra
248
In order to demonstrate that simulated transmission spectra are similar to actual CRISM-249 and OMEGA-derived transmission spectra, our initial simulation results were aimed at 250 approximating measured high and low altitude Olympus Mons spectra. Although we modeled 251 empirical transmission spectra that appear similar to both CRISM and OMEGA empirical 252 transmission spectra (Figure 3) , we focus on CRISM results. The higher spectral resolution of 253 CRISM data (Figure 1 ) allows for more detailed characterization of artifacts. In addition, the 254 volcano-scan correction as applied to CRISM spectra has the added complication of a 255 temperature dependent wavelength shift, which we explore. 256 We chose to model CRISM high and low altitude spectra of Olympus Mons from 257 FFC000061C4. Figure 2a shows that the high and low altitude CRISM spectra do not overlap and that the summit spectrum is slightly darker than the base spectrum. The dust aerosol 259 contribution is expected to be much less at the summit than at the base of Olympus Mons 260 because, in a uniformly mixed atmosphere, the amount of aerosol particles is proportional to the 261 atmospheric column density, which is much less at 20 km than 0 km altitude. Given the 262 expected small dust aerosol contribution at the summit of Olympus Mons, we attempted to 263 reproduce the low and high altitude spectra by modeling equivalent surface spectral properties in 264 the high and low altitude spectra, modest dust opacity for the low altitude spectrum, and zero 265 dust opacity for the summit spectrum. The surface spectrum was modeled as a straight line with 266 a positive slope. It was necessary to lower the surface albedo of the high altitude spectrum by 267 5% relative to the low altitude spectrum (shown in Figure 4b ) to produce modeled base and 268 summit I/F spectra that are similar to measured base and summit I/F spectra (Figure 3) . The 269 simulated transmission spectrum has values near 1.1 on the continuum (Figure 3b , gray line) 270 rather than expected values of 1.0, similar to the CRISM-derived transmission spectrum ( Figure   271 2b, gray). Therefore, it was multiplicatively scaled to equal unity at wavelengths lacking gas 272 absorption (Figure 3b , black line) as was done for the actual CRISM-derived transmission 273 spectrum (Figure 2b, black line) . 274 We produced simulated transmission spectra that appear broadly similar to actual 275 CRISM-and OMEGA-derived transmission spectra (Figure 3c, d) . Volcano-scan corrections 276 using the simulated transmission spectra shown in Figure 3 were applied to modeled low altitude 277 Olympus Mons spectra in order to demonstrate that our simulated volcano-scan correction results 278 are similar to CRISM and OMEGA volcano-scan corrected spectra (Figure 4) . Gaussian noise 279 with a standard deviation of 1% was added to the modeled I/F spectrum prior to application of 280 the volcano-scan correction to make the results more realistic. The resulting simulated volcano-scan corrected spectra shown in Figure 4 are similar to actual CRISM and OMEGA volcano-scan 282 corrected spectra shown in Figure 1 . The bowl-shape evident at 2000 nm (Figure 4) is similar to 283 the bowl-shaped artifact observed in CRISM and OMEGA volcano-scan corrected spectra 284 (Figure 1 ) even though the modeled input spectrum was linear (Figure 4b, c gray line) . This 285 indicates that our simulation results are sufficient to characterize artifacts introduced by the 286 volcano-scan correction. absorptions. This is not the case (Figure 2a ) and CRISM empirical transmission spectra must be 297 multiplicatively scaled so that continuum values are near unity (Figure 2b) . The transmission 298 spectrum simulation results shown in Figure 4 , in which the 2000 nm bowl-shaped artifact is 299 evident, were generated to appear similar to CRISM and OMEGA data and had variable surface 300 albedos (but no absorption feature at 2000 nm) and aerosol opacities between base and summit 301 spectra.
302
In order to determine whether or not surface spectral features and atmospheric dust 303 aerosols present in the high and low altitude spectra used to generate empirical transmission spectra are responsible for the 2000 nm bowl-shaped artifact in the corrected spectra, we show 305 simulation results in which these two variables are equivalent in the low and high altitude 306 spectra. Figure 5a shows simulation results in which the base and summit spectra were identical 307 (assumption 1 satisfied) and aerosol opacities were identical. The 2000 nm bowl-shaped artifact 308 is evident. Figure 5b shows a similar simulation in which no aerosols were modeled (both (Figure 1 ). However, it is important to note 315 that variable aerosol contributions between the empirical transmission spectrum and the 316 spectrum to be corrected causes a mismatch in shape between gas bands that results from aerosol 317 scattering into gas lines. This mismatch in shape between gas bands in the transmission 318 spectrum and the spectrum to be corrected causes additional artifacts near 2000 nm (section 4). 319 320
3 Impact of Exponential Scaling Factor on the 2000 nm Artifact
321
The gas absorption coefficient (k) is assumed to be constant (equation 2) in the 322 calculation of the empirical transmission spectra. The volcano-scan correction is enabled by this 323 assumption (equations 4-8). During the application of the volcano-scan correction, the empirical 324 transmission spectrum is scaled exponentially by a single (wavelength independent) exponential 325 scaling factor that is calculated so that the strength of its strong CO 2 absorption near 2010 nm is 326 similar in strength to the same CO 2 feature in the spectrum to be corrected so that CO 2 absorptions can be divided out (see section 2.2). Small changes to the value of the exponential spectra to have inaccurate low frequency shapes (Figure 5a ). Uncorrected ice aerosols, when 488 present, result in absorptions centered at 1500 and 2000 nm and a negative slope at 2400 nm 489 ( Figure 10 ). Under corrected water vapor in some volcano-scan corrected spectra results in 490 absorption features centered at 1400, 1870, and 2650 nm (Figure 11 ). These features are 491 particularly problematic in spectra of alteration minerals (Figure 12 ).
492
The presence of artifacts and residual atmospheric features left by the volcano-scan 493 correction can impact interpretation of volcano-scan corrected CRISM and OMEGA spectra.
494
Because spurious features introduced by the volcano-scan correction overlap with and obscure 495 diagnostic spectral absorptions that occur between ~1900 and ~2150 nm (e.g., Figure 12 ), 496 spectral ratios are commonly performed to remove these residual features (as well as calibration 497 artifacts). Comparison of volcano-scan corrected spectra to ratioed volcano-scan corrected 498 spectra highlights artifacts that are evident in unratioed spectra (Figure 12 ). Spectral ratios of 499 volcano-scan corrected spectra are useful for confirming the presence of narrow absorption 500 features caused by alteration phases. However, although spectral ratios largely remove the 501 volcano-scan artifacts and residual atmospheric contributions, they impact low frequency 502 spectral shape, i.e. continuum shape, and can produce spurious features that mimic spectral 503 absorptions if an inappropriate denominator is utilized. Multiple scattering from atmospheric 504 aerosols is both additive and multiplicative; therefore, aerosol spectral contributions are not 505 completely removed by ratioing. In addition, the amplitude of ratio spectra is arbitrary and 506 cannot be related to physically meaningful units. Quantitative spectral analyses that address 507 band shape, band depth, and mineral abundances are strongly dependent on the quality of 508 atmospherically corrected spectra. Because of the presence of spurious features and/or 509 uncorrected atmospheric contributions in volcano-scan and ratio spectra, radiative transfer modeling is necessary for quantitative analyses [e.g., Arvidson et al., 2006; McGuire et al.,2008;  Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), J. Geophys. Res, 112, E05S03,  
